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RAVENNA revels with the crowds during 14th July celebrations in Paris
On July 14, at the foot of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, more than 400,000 spectators
celebrated “Bastille Day”, the biggest and most festive national holiday in France which
marks the beginning of the French revolution. It was also an opportunity for Lawo to
demonstrate the power of their latest live and broadcast technologies in conjunction
with RAVENNA AoIP transport technology.
Having mixed classical music and show tunes in 2015, this year’s Bastille Day
celebration programme opened and closed with the same pieces – ‘The Damnation of
Faust’ by French composer Hector Berlioz and the French National Anthem – but was
a more conventional performance for the 250 musicians of the National Orchestra of
France and the Radio France choir, featuring French composers Bizet, Ravel and
Saint-Saëns, as well as Mozart, Verdi and Beethoven.
Conducted by Daniele Gatti and featuring the vocal talents of Natalie Dessay, Anna
Netrebko, Olga Peretyatko, Elîna Garanèa, Piotr Beczala, Juan Diego Flórez and
Laurent Naouri, the music was relayed to TV viewers and radio listeners in France and
beyond via two front-of-house Lawo mc²36 mixing consoles – one handling the
orchestra, and the other the choirs and opera singers – and two Lawo DALLIS I/O
systems serving as stageboxes. These were linked via RAVENNA to Lawo’s latest
router, the Nova37.
A small additional Yamaha DM1000 console was connected via MADI for PA
announcements and the pre-recorded music that accompanied the event’s closing
firework display. This setup provided easy networking and sharing of all resources and
busses between all of the consoles. On stage, a second 40-fader mc²36 mixing
console was also connected to the Nova37 via a RAVENNA link to handle the
performers’ monitoring.
“A 24-fader mc²36 was set up for mixing the choirs and opera singers and there was a
40-fader desk for the orchestra. Both Lawo consoles plus the Yamaha console, all of
the DALLIS I/Os, and the audio recorders were connected to our new plug-and-play
Nova router,” explains Hervé de Caro, Lawo’s live sound specialist. “The mc²36
features a very intuitive configuration page for setting up and managing the rights
within the network, controlling the preamps and feeding the different outputs and
recorders.”
With smaller audio networks in its sights, Nova37 connects mixing consoles and I/O
systems via RAVENNA/AES67 or MADI via up to 1 536 x 1 536 crosspoints. Its plugand-play operation means that an audio network is operational in moments – and
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running silently, thanks to noiseless cooling fans. Network user rights are managed
directly from the console’s touchscreen using Lawo’s one-touch rights management
system. Standard network presets are immediately available, but the router
configuration can be tailored to a specific installation’s requirements.
With eight RAVENNA/AES67 ports (RJ45 or optical via SFP) and eight MADI ports
(optical via SFP), providing extensive connectivity, the use of redundant power supplies
ensures reliability in critical applications.
“The Nova37 was configured to provide up to 32 busses exchanged between consoles,
so the premix of the choirs, the ‘spare’ mix from the OB van and the presenter console
were assigned directly from the mc²36 consoles,” Hervé de Caro comments. “In
combination with the mc²Compact I/O and mc²36, the Nova37 is a very smart package.
You connect your consoles and I/O systems via RAVENNA/AES67 or MADI, and the
audio network is up and running with immediate access to all sources.”
The RAVENNA-based ‘all-in-one’ mc²36 mixing console also proved its flexibility at the
Bastille Day celebration, meeting all of the demands of broadcast and live duties,
alongside its reliability, high audio quality, and high channel capacity.
Having begun the day with a flypast from the French air force’s Alpha jets, the day
closed with the legendary fireworks display and accompanying music – watched and
heard across the nation, thanks to Lawo and the Bastille Day sound team. “The show
went extremely well. The sound engineers were very impressed by the sound and the
tool-set given by the processing of the channels,” says Hervé de Caro.

About RAVENNA:
RAVENNA is a technology for real-time distribution of audio and other media content in IPbased network environments. Utilizing standardized network protocols and technologies,
RAVENNA can operate on existing network infrastructures. RAVENNA is designed to meet the
strict requirements of the pro audio market featuring low latency, full signal transparency and
high reliability.
While primarily targeting the professional broadcast market, RAVENNA is also suitable for
deployment in other pro audio market segments like live sound, install market and recording.
Possible fields of application include (but are not limited to) in-house signal distribution in
broadcasting houses, theaters, concert halls and other fixed installations, flexible setups at
venues and live events, OB van support, inter-facility links across WAN connections and in
production & recording applications.
Unlike most other existing networking solutions, RAVENNA is an open technology standard
without a proprietary licensing policy. RAVENNA is fully compatible with the AES67-2013
standard on High-performance Streaming Audio-over-IP Interoperability.
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About ALC NetworX GmbH:
ALC NetworX is an R&D company in Munich, Germany. A team of experts with excellent
reputation from the Pro Audio industry and in-depth knowledge in networking technologies has
developed the RAVENNA technology platform. While ALC NetworX will continue to keep the
lead role in the RAVENNA technology development, product implementations will be executed
by individual partner companies. Current partner companies include 2wcom, AEQ, AETA,
Archwave, ARG, arkona, Axia, Boldburg, Calrec, Cordial, Coveloz, Digigram, Dimetis,
DirectOut, DSA Volgmann, GatesAir, Genelec, Infomedia, Jutel, Lawo, Linear Acoustic, LSB,
Luminex, Meinberg, Merging, Modulation Index, MTS, Neumann, Omicron Lab, Omnia, Orban,
Qbit, Riedel, Schoeps, SCISYS, Sennheiser, Sonifex, Sound4, Telos, Ward-Beck and
WorldCast Systems. Interested manufacturers are welcome to join the RAVENNA partner
community.
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